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Buildings are characterized by 
thermal gains and losses. 
The thermal balance is a 
function of various terms Nice : 
Qs+Qin - Q, - Q0 - Qv - Qg 
where: 
Q, are the solar gains 
f Ql„ are the internal gains 
Q, ire the ventilation losses, Q0 he losses through the opaque 
ement Q, ie losses through the transparent elements and 
Qg he losses to the ground. 
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As glazing materials present a high 
transmtttance to solar radiation, solar 
energy enters to the building and is 
absorbed by lh thermal mass, (walls-
roof, etc). Building materials and 
objects heated up by the sun emit 
long wave radiation which can not 
pass through glazing due to lb low 
J transmissivlty to these wavelengths. 
Factors affecting greenhouse effect are : The transmissivlty of the 
glazing to the short and long wave radiation, the overall heat 
transfer coefficient of the window and the absorptivity and 
emissivlty of the opaque elements of the building. 
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The basic requirements of a direct gain system are 1. A large south 
•facing glazed aperture *ith the Irving space directly berline 
2. Exposed thermal mass the ceiling c ooranc vails 
3. A means of isolating the thermal storage xterior. 
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Passive Solar Configurations can be defined by three factors : 
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stems or The Trombe Wall, The 
Mass Wall, The Water Wall and the 
Roof Pond. In the mass and Trombe 
the outside. 
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There Is α series of variations whici 
provides alternatives within cured 
gain systems. The most common 
variations are in the location of 
thermal mass. Mass can be in the 
floor, in free standing mass within 
"ie room, in the ceiling, or in the 
I walls or insulated extern 
walls. 
It possible the sunlight to fall on a concentrated 
area of thermal mass or to diffuse or reflect the 
sunlight so that it is distributed over a large area ol 
thermal mass. 
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ADVANTAGES 
. Direct gain is the simplest solar heating system 
and can be the easiest to build. 
. The large areas of glazing allow high levels of 
daylighting and good visual connection. 
. The system can be one of the least expensive 
methods of solar space heating. 
Large areas of glass can result in glare by day 
and loss of privacy by night 
d. Large amounts of thermal mass is required 
Night time insulation is necessary 
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.Glare, privacy and ultraviolet degradation of 
fabrics are not a problem. 
. Temperature swings in the living spaces are 
lower than with direct systems 
. The time delay between absorption of the 
solar energy and delivery of the thermal 
energy to the living space can be an 
advantage for night time heating. 
. For water walls the isothermal nature of heat 
storage results In a reduced temperature of 
the external surface and so less energy is lost 
to the night sky and to the outside air. 
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The interior climate of a building can be 
greaüy improved by the addition of a 
thermal buffer between the living space 
nd the outside air. 
. Sunspaces also serve non energetic 
purposes ; for example as additional living 
space or as a greenhouse. 
. Sunspaces are readily adaptable to 
existing houses. 
. Sunspaces can be easily combined 
with other aassive svstems. 
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.The external surface of the mass wall is 
relatively hot as conduction of energy through 
the wall is slow and can lead to considerable 
loss of energy to the external environment. 
. The necessary controls can be expensive 
3. Two south walls, one glazed and one 
massive are required. 
. Problems of view and dayllghting 
5. Discomfort can be caused at the end of the 
heating season by overheated air 
. Condensation on the glass can be a 
problem. 
